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In (1) Goresky and MacPherson defined intersection homology groups for triangulable 
pseudomanifolds and showed they were PL invariants. Then in [2] they generalized these groups 
to any pseudomanifold and showed they were topological invariants. These groups have generated 
a great deal of interest. However, [2] is difficult for many mathematicians (including this author) 
because it requires a familiarity with a great deal of hefty sheaf-theoretic machinery. This is too 
bad, because the basic ideas behind intersection homology (elucidated in [l]) are very geometric. 
In this paper we give a sheafless definition of intersection homology groups for an arbitrary 
stratified set and we give an elementary sheafless proof that they are topological invariants, i.e. 
independent of the stratification. 
In doing so, we find some new perversities whose intersection homology groups are topological 
invariants. Unfortunately, these new perverse intersection homology classes do not seem to intersect 
with anything (which is probably why they were ignored by Goresky and MacPherson). But in 
any case these groups are invariants of singular spaces which might be of some interest. 
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intersection homology stratified sets 
1. Stratified sets 
Unless stated otherwise, manifold will always mean a metrizable topological 
manifold. 
If X is a compact topological space then eX denotes the open cone on X. We 
will let * denote the vertex of the cone. For notational convenience we will say that 
f?X - * = R XX. In other words, our standard model of eX will be a space obtained 
from R XX by adding a point to one of its ends. We let 2X denote the suspension 
on X. 
Stallings’ ingenious invertible cobordisms prove the following result which should 
be more widely known. See [4] or [6] for a proof. 
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Proposition 1. Suppose X and Y are topological spaces and there is a neighborhood 
Uof * in C?Xso that ( U, *) is homeomorphic to (eY, *). Then (eX, *) is homeomorphic 
(CX, *). 
When applying this result recall that R” x eY is e(m-fold suspension of Y). A 
filtered space is a topological space X together with a filtration X0 c X, c X2 c . . . c 
X,, = X by closed subsets. A filtered space is locally cone-like if for each x E X, -Xi_,, 
i = 0, . . , n - 1, there is a neighborhood U of x in Xi, a filtered space YO c Y, c . . . c 
Y,_,_r and an imbedding h: U x eY,_;_, +X onto a neighborhood of x so that 
Y,_,_r is compact and h-‘(X,) = U x e’k;_,_,, j = i, . . , n. For notational con- 
venience set X-, =@ 
Sometimes we wish to refer to the underlying topological space of a filtered space 
X, we will denote it by (Xl. (So IX/ = X, if X has the filtration X,c X, c . + . c X,,.) 
A locally conelike topological stratified set (or a CS set for short) is a locally 
cone-like filtered space X0 c X, c . * * c X,, so that X, -X,_, is an i-dimensional 
metrizable topological manifold for each i. These are just the CS sets of Siebenmann 
of finite formal dimension [7]. 
We call the sets Xi -Xi_, in a filtered space strata. For notational convenience 
we say that Xi -Xi_, is the i-dimensional stratum even though in the non-CS case 
its dimension (if any) might not be i. The depth of a filtered space is the difference 
in dimension of the highest and lowest dimensional non-empty strata. It is very 
useful to induct on depth. 
If X is a filtered space then eX has a natural filtration, namely, * c eX, c &X, c 
. * + c eX,,. If X is a compact CS set then EX is a CS set also. 
Suppose X and Y are filtered spaces with 1X(= 1 Y(. Then we say that Y coarsens 
X if each stratum of Y is a union of components of strata of X. 
The following construction was shown to me by Sullivan. 
Let X be a CS set. Then X has an intrinsic coarsest stratification which we may 
construct as follows, Consider an equivalence relation - on X where two points 
x0 and x1 are equivalent if there are neighborhoods U, of xi and a homeomorphism 
h: ( U,,, x0) + ( U,, x1). The locally conelike property implies that any two points on 
the same connected component of a stratum are equivalent. Hence the equivalence 
classes are unions of components of strata of X. Let Y, be the union of the equivalence 
classes which only contain components of strata of dimension si. To show that 
Yoc Y,c... c Y,, =X is a filtered space we must show that each Y, is closed, or 
equivalently that X - Y, is open. So take any y E X - Y+ Then y is equivalent to a 
point of X -Xi so there is a neighborhood U of y homeomorphic to an open subset 
of X -X,. But then U c X - Y, since every point of U is equivalent to a point of 
x-x,. so Y”C.. . c Y,, is a filtered space which we call Y. 
Now we show that Y is locally conelike. Pick x E Y, - Y,_r. Then there is a 
neighborhood of x homeomorphic to a neighborhood of a point of X, -X,_,. Since 
X is locally cone-like then by restricting if necessary we have a neighborhood U 
of x and a homeomorphism h: (U, x) + (R’ x eW, 0 x *) for some compact filtered 
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space W. Notice that h( Yi) = R’ x*, otherwise a point of Y, would be equivalent 
to some point in X - X,. Since all points in a set K’(R’ X (cone on a point minus 
the vertex *)) are equivalent, we may put a new filtration W,c W, c * . . c W,_,_, 
on 1 WI so that h( Yj) = R’ X ~Wj~i~l, hence the filtration Y is a CS set. 
If X is a CS set we let X” denote the intrinsic stratification defined above. 
Lemma 2. Let M be a manifold and let W be a filtered space so that M x &W is a 
CS set. Then eW has a coarsening Z so that M x Z = (M X C?W)*. Furthermore, Z 
depends only on the dimension of M. 
Proof. Clearly for each w E eW, all points of M x w are equivalent so there is some 
filtration Z of ICfYWl so that M x Z = (M x &W)*. But then Z must coarsen kW 
since M x Z coarsens M x CW. The independence of Z from M follows immediately 
from the purely local definition of the intrinsic stratification. 0 
2. Intersection homology groups 
A loose perversity p is a sequence of integers ( pO, p,, . . . , p,). Let G be an abelian 
group. Given a loose perversity p = (O,,, p,, . . , pn) and a filtered space 4 = 
x_,cx,cx,c... = X,, = X, we define the singular (p, i) allowable chains to be 
the free group with generators those singular i simplices f: A’-+ X so that f -‘(X,_, - 
X,_j_,) is contained in the i - j+p, skeleton of A i, for all j = 0, 1, . . . , n. (Actuai!y, 
Theorem 10 implies that if one changes the above definition to any reasonable 
notion off-‘(X,_, -X,-,-i) having dimension s i -j fp, one ends up with the same 
intersection homology groups.) The singular G (p, i)-allowable chains are elements 
of GO(the (~7, i) allowable chains). 
We let SCf’(X, G) denote the submodule of the module of all singular chains 
which consists of those singular G (p, i)-allowable chains (T whose boundary aa is 
a singular G (p, i - I)-allowable chain. 
For example, let X be the open cone on four points and consider singular simplices 
gi:[O, l]+ X, i= 1, 2, 3, 4, SO that Ui(O) is the vertex of X and ~~((0, 11) lies on the 
ith branch of X. Give X the obvious filtration vertex = X0 c X, = X. Let p be the 0 
perversity p0 = p, = 0. Then each U, is a (p, I)-allowable singular chain since a;‘(X, - 
X,)=(O,l]~(l-0+p,)-skeletonof[O,1]anda~’(X,)=O~(l-l+p,)-skeletonof 
[0, 11. But ui E SCT(X, G) since aa, = a,(l)-vertex and the vertex is not a (p, O)- 
allowable chain since 0 - 1 +p, = -1. However, (T, + u2 E SC:‘(Z, Z/22) since a( V, + 
02) =ar(l)+(r,(2)-2. vertex=a,(l)+a,(l) and each Pi(l) is a (j!, 0) allowable 
chain. 
The intersection homology groups IH$(X; G) are obtained by taking the 
homology of the chain complex SC$(X; G). 
In general, a map f: X + Y between two filtered spaces will not induce a 
homomorphism on IH$. However, if f -‘( Ymmk - YmPk_,) c Xnmk -X,_,_, for all k 
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then f*(SC$(X)) c SC$( Y). So there is an induced map f, : IH$(X) + IH<( Y). In 
addition, if the loose perversity jj satisfies Pi+1 <pi + 1 for all i then f will induce a 
map on IH$ if f-‘( Y,,-k) c X,_, for all k. 
Hence the identity induces a homomorphism IH$(X) + IH$(X*) for any filtered 
spaces X if pi+1 G pi + 1 for all i. 
If A and I? are open subsets of X then the Mayer-Vietoris sequence is exact, 
* * *+IHr+,(Au B)-+IHf’(An B)+IH$(A)@IHf(B) 
+IH;(AuB)+.... 
Any standard proof for ordinary singular homology will work for intersection 
homology, e.g. the proof in [5]. 
IfXoCX,c... c X,, is a CS set and Y c X,, is a subset then we say that Y is a 
CS subset of X if for some k, Y,c Y, c . * . c Yn_k is a CS set where Y, = Y n Xi+, 
and also Y A X,_, is empty. For instance, open subsets are CS subsets (with k = 0). 
IfXoCX,c * * * c X, is a CS set and Y c X is a CS subset then SC$( Y) c SC:(X) 
so we may define IH$(X, Y) to be the homology of the chain complex 
SC$(X)/SC$( Y). As usual we get a long exact sequence of the pair 
. ..+IH$.(Y)+IHz(X)+IHP.(X, Y)+.... 
We also have excision in certain circumstances. For instance if Y is open in 1x1, 
2 is closed in 1x1 and 2~ Y, then 
IH$(X, Y)-IH$(X-Z, Y-Z). 
Again the ordinary proof works for intersection homology. 
The Kunneth formula is more difficult. Any formula for IH$ of the product of 
two filtered sets would have to be rather complicated unless p is in a special form. 
However, one useful special case is given in Theorem 4 below. I presume the theorem 
is also true if M is any filtered space with only one stratum, but all we need for 
this paper is the manifold case. Theorem 4 is also true if M is a homology manifold 
but we do not need this either. 
First we need a special case of the Kunneth formula. 
Lemma 3. If X is a filtered space then the map x H 0 XX induces an isomorphism 
IHf’,(X) 1, IH$.(Rk xX). 
Proof. By the long exact sequence for the pair it suffices to show that IH$(Rk XX, 0 X 
X) = 0. Take any chain 
i gjx E SCf(Rk XX) 
j=l 
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where gjE G andh:Ai+Rk xX,~~~,~‘(R~X(X,_,,,-X~-~-~))~ i-m+p, skeleton 
of A’. Define Fj:A’x[O,l]+RkxX by 
where rr, : Rk x X + Rk and n2: Rk x X + X are projections. 
Fora=O,..., i let K, be the ordered linear i + 1 simplex in A i x[O, l] with vertices 
Oxv,,Oxv, ,..., Oxv,,lxv, ,..., lxqwherev, ,..., qaretheverticesofA’.Then 
Ko, . . . , Ki triangulate A’ X[O, 11. Also a(x (-l)“K,) = A, X 1 - Ai x0-t 2 f simplices 
triangulating a(Ai) x[O, 11. 
Suppose Cj gjJ represents a cycle a in SCf’(Rk X X)/SCQ(O XX). Then a(a) is 0 
in SCf’_r(lRk XX)/SCf’-r(O XX) SO a(C,k,, gj&) E SC{_r(O XX). Then 
a 
( ( 
i gj. 
j-i 
~~o(-l)~~/,~ 
)) 
=,i, gjJ+an element of SCf(OXX). 
Also (E;I,J1(Rk x(X,_, -X,,-,,_i)) cK,n(i-m+p, skeletonofA’)x[O,l]ci+ 
1 - rn fp, skeleton of K,, so C:=, g,(c (-l)“cl,,) E SCf+,(lRk XX). Hence IH$(lRk x 
X, 0 XX) = 0 and we are done. q 
Theorem 4. Let M be a topological manifold and let X be a jiltered space. Then the 
following sequence is split exact for each i: 
O+[H*(M)OIH$(X)]i+IHP(M XX)+[H*(M) * IH$(X)]i_i+O. 
Proof. Let SC,(M) denote the ordinary singular chains of M. We will define a 
chain map 
v:SC*(M)OSC$(X)+SC$(M xX) 
and show that it introduces an isomorphism on homology. This will prove the 
theorem by [S, 5.31. We may pick a triangulation of each A’ x A' so that if y is an 
a-face of A’ and T is a b-face of A’, the triangulation restricted to y x T is the 
triangulation we picked on A a x A b. If f: A i + M and if g: A’ + X is in SC:(X) then 
we define q(f@g) to be Et=, f@gl,, where K~, . . . , Kk are the i+j simplices in 
the triangulation of A’ x A'. The compatability of the triangulations implies that 17 
is a chain map. 
We will now show that 77 induces an isomorphism on homology. First we consider 
the case where M is euclidean space Rk. But then H,(SC,(lR”)@SCg(X)) = IH$(X) 
and the map 
IH$(X) + &.(SC,(R”)0SC~(X)) 4 IH;(Rk xX) 
is induced by inclusion 0 XX + lRk XX. Thus q* is an isomorphism by Lemma 3. 
Now assume M has a handlebody decomposition. Then by enlarging each handle 
slightly to an open disc we may write M = U Di so that each Di is homeomorphic 
to Rk and Oi n l_ljci 0, is either empty or is homeomorphic to S” xRk-” for some 
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sphere S”, m = 0, . . , k - 1. Let A, = U.;=, 0,. By induction on the dimension of M, 
the theorem is true for M = Aip, n Di L- S” xRkmm since m < k = dim M so the 
right-hand map n* below is an isomorphism, 
H*(sc*(s”)osc~(x)) z H*(SC*(S” xR”-“)osc~(x)) 
z 
I 
v* 
I 
‘7* 
IHP,(S” xX) =\ IH$(S” xRkP” xX) 
Now compare the Mayer-Vietoris sequences below and we see that the theorem 
is true for M = Ai, 
--) H,(SC,(D, n A, .,)OSC;(X)) 
-P* 
- H,((SC,(D,)OSC,(A,_,))OSC~(X))- H,(SC,(A,)OSC$(X))b 
11*@7* = 
I I 
‘)* 
. ..-IH$((D.nA,_,)xX) + IH$(D xX)OIH;(A,_, xX) + IH$.(A,xX)-... 
Finally, 
Lime H,(SC,(A,)@SC$(X))= H,(SC,(M)OSC$(X)) 
Lim -IH$(Ai XX) = IHP,(M xX) 
so the theorem is true if M has a handlebody decomposition (for instance if M is 
smooth). 
To prove the theorem for general M we could either use the non-trivial fact that 
M x Rk has a handlebody decomposition or else we could repeat the above argument 
where the D,‘s are no longer enlarged handles, but just open balls covering M. The 
only difference is that A,_, n Di is no longer S” xRkm”‘, but in any case it is an 
open subset of D, =Rk, hence it has a smooth structure, hence it has a handlebody 
decomposition, so the theorem will be true for M = A,-, n D, and the above argument 
goes through. 0 
Proposition 5. Suppose X is a compact filtered space of dimension n. Then 
if Of iZn--p,,,, 
if 0 = i, pn+, 2 n, 
if i< n-p,,,; 
IHr( r?X, R xX) = 
0 if is n -pn+,, 
Ifif-i(X) if i> n-p,,+,; 
if 0 # i = n -pn+,, 
if 0= i, n=Zp,+,, 
if i < n -pn+,, 
[Ifir_, if Of i> n -pn+,. 
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Furthermore, the isomorphisms are the natural ones. (The groups IH$(X) are 
the reduced groups Ker(IH$(X) + IH$(point)).) 
Proof. The proof for CX is similar to the proof of [3, Lemma 71. The proof for EX 
then follows from the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for 1X = 6X u eX. The proof for 
(CX, [w XX) follows from the long exact sequence of the pair. 17 
Since &SX is homeomorphic to R x C?X, a necessary condition for a perverse 
homology IH$ to be a topological invariant is that IH$( CCX) and IHp(eX) be 
isomorphic. Using Proposition 5 we see that they might not be isomorphic if either 
O#i>n-p,+, andi<n+1-pn+20rO#i~n+1-pn+landi<n-p,+,ori=Oand 
pnt2 3 n + 1 and P,,+~ < n. In order to ensure that these cases can never happen we 
put the following condition on a loose perversity. 
A perversity is a loose perversity p so that pn s pi+, 4 p, + 1 for all i. This is only 
slightly more general than Goresky-MacPherson’s notion since we do not have the 
assumption p0 = p, = p2 = 0. 
3. The topological invariance of intersection homology 
We say that a CS set X has property X if for any perversity p the map 
IHP,(X)+ IH;(X*) 
is an isomorphism. 
Consider three sequences of statements: 
(P(i)) All CS sets of depth s i have property 96 
(Q(i)) All CS sets of the form M x CW with M a manifold, W a compact filtered 
space and depth W=S i have property %. 
(R(i)) All CS sets of the form Rk x eW for some k with W a compact filtered 
space and with depth W c i have property %. 
Proposition 6. P(i) implies R(i) 
Proof. By Lemma 2, the intrinsic stratification of lRk x C?W has the form R” XZ for 
some filtered space Z which coarsens c W. The point 0 x * in Rk x Z has a neighbor- 
hood of the form R” x eY for some compact filtered space Y. Hence by Proposition 
1 there is a homeomorphism h: Rk X eW+ [w” x eY. Hence the intrinsic stratification 
0 0 
ofRkxCWisoftheformR”xCY.Lets=dim Wandt=dim Y,thent=k-m+s. 
Now h-‘(R” XX) must be a union of components of strata of lRk x C?W and 
h(0, *) = (0, *) so there is a closed set AC W so that h-‘(R” x*) = lRk x CA and A 
is a union of components of strata of W. By [5,4.8.14], A has the homology of a 
sphere of dimension m - k - 1. 
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The homeomorphism h gives us homeomorphisms 
hl:[Wk+’ x(W-A)+[W”+‘XY and hl:IWk+‘xW+[WmxC?!Y-h(lWkx*). 
So to compare the intersection homologies of W and Y we look at the long exact 
sequence 
. . . + IH;([W”+’ x Y) + IH;(R” x e:y - h(lWk x*)) + 
+IH~(Rmx~Y-h(Rkx*),~“+‘xY)+~~~. 
By excision we have 
IH$J?’ x c:y - h([Wk x *), Iw”+’ x Y) = 
z IHf(Rk+’ xAx(h’JtxY)). 
But since A is a homology m -k - 1 sphere, the Kunneth formula implies this is 
isomorphic to 
IH,P( eY, lk! X Y)@ IHy--m+k+l( ex [w X Y)). 
(Notice that Rk+’ XA is a manifold so Theorem 4 is applicable.) By Proposition 5, 
the second term is 0 if j - m + k+ 1 s t -pt+,. Hence the long exact sequence above 
becomes 
~~~~IH~(Y)+IH~(R”x~Y-h(~kx*))+IH~(~Y,[WxY)+~~~ 
for j - m + k + 1 S t - p,+, and comparing with the sequence for the pair ( CY, R x Y) 
we see that IH~(R”X~Y-h(RkX*))-IHf(CY) ifj-m+k+l c t -P*+1. 
But R” X eY - h([Wk x *) is the intrinsic stratification of Rkt’ x W so P(i) implies 
that IHf( W) = IH,“(R” x eY - h(Rk x *)) = IHy( C?Y) for j - m + k+ 1 s t-J&+1. 
Now we can prove that h induces an isomorphism IHfS(R* x &W) = 
IH~(lR” X 6Y) which will prove the proposition. If pril 2 s then s s ps+, s P,+~ + s - t 
so 1 GP,+~. Hence by Proposition 5, IH{(Rk x eW) L- G L- IH[(R” x EY). If 0 fj 2 
S-pPstl then jas-(p,+,+s-t)=t-p !+, so IH;(Rk X CW) = 0 = IH,P(iR” X C?Y). 
Finally, if j < s -ps+, then j-m+k+l<s-m+k+l-pt+, so IHf(lRkxeW)= 
IH;(Rk+’ x W) = IHf(R”’ X eY) as we showed above. Furthermore, a careful 
examination reveals that this isomorphism is indeed induced by h. 0 
Lemma 7. R(i) implies Q(i) 
Proof. Let dim M = k. By Lemma 2 there is a coarsening Z of C?W so that M x 2 
and Rk XZ are the intrinsic stratifications of M x EW and Rk x&W respectively. 
By R(i), the natural map IHz( eW) + IH$(Z) is an isomorphism, hence the Kunneth 
exact sequence implies that IH$(M x eW) + IHz(M x2) is an isomorphism 
also. 0 
Proposition 8. P(i) and Q(i) imply P( i + 1). 
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Proof. Let X be a CS set of depth i + 1 and let Y be its lowest dimensional nonempty 
stratum. Then we may write S = (X - Y) u l-J,“=, A, where each Aj is an open subset 
of X homeomorphic to Mj x 6Wj for some manifold M, and some filtered set Wj 
with depth <i. For instance the Mj’s could be discs covering Y. For each j, let 
0, = X - Y u Uiyo Ak and let B, = A, n Dj Since B, is open we may shrink the C?W 
factor in Aj to get an open neighborhood C, of B, n Y in B, so that C, is isomorphic 
with (B, n Y) x C?WF By P(i) we know that B, - Y and C, - Y have property % and 
by Q(i) we know that C, has property 2 so by the five lemma and the exact 
sequences below we see that B, has property 2, 
. * . - IH{( C, - Y) - IH{( B, - Y)@ IHP,( C,) - IHP,(B,) - . . . 
I 
f 
I 
z 
I 
. . .- IHP,(C,*- Y)- IH$( B; - Y)@ IHt( Cl”) - IH{( B:) - . . . 
Now by induction, the exact sequences below and the five lemma we see that Dj 
has property 2Z for all j, 
. . . - IHf( B,) - IHE( IHP,( 4) - IHP,( D,,,) - . . . 
I 
f 
I 
L=E 
I 
. . . - IH$( B,*) - IHP,(A,*)OIH{(D,*) - IH$( D;+,) - . . . 
Now since X = lim, + 0, it follows by [5,4.1.7] that X has property 2 0 
Since P(1) is trivially true, the above lemmas prove that P(i) is true for all i. 
Consequently we can prove the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 9. Suppose X is a CS set and p is a perversity. Then the intersection homology 
groups IH$ of X are independent of the stratification of X. 
Proof. Suppose Y is any other stratification of X. Then X” = Y* and by P(dim X), 
IHP,(X): IH$(X*) z IH$( Y). 0 
The next question is whether the intersection homology groups defined here have 
any relation to those defined by Goresky and MacPherson. In fact if X is a 
PL-pseudomanifold then the intersection homology groups defined here are canoni- 
cally isomorphic to those of Goresky-MacPherson in [l]. 
The proof is analogous to the proof for ordinary homology theory in [5] except 
that the method of acyclic models does not apply so we can use Theorem 10 below 
instead. Following the ordinary homology proof we let 9%$.(X) be almost the same 
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as the PL interaction homology of [l] except that we use ordered simplices rather 
than oriented simplices. We then have a natural transformation 7: 9%$(X)+ 
IH$(X) as in [5, p. 1731 which replaces an ordered simplex u by the linear map 
f: A i + ICT( which preserves the vertex ordering. We now check the hypotheses of 
Theorem 10. 
Hypotheses (1) and (4) of Theorem 10 are easily seen to be true. To see hypotheses 
(2) and (5), note that a proof similar to the proof of Theorem 4 shows that the 
Kunneth exact sequence of Theorem 4 holds for the PL theory. Then by comparing 
the two exact sequences 
o- (H*(M)04x~(X))i - 9%&!4xX)- (H*(M) * 9X,(X)),_, - 0 
= v@I, I i 1) = 1)*77 I 
0- (H,(M)OIH$(X)), - IH$(MxX)- (ZfJ M) * IHP,(X)),_, - 0 
we see that 77: 9%‘z(M XX) + IH$(M XX) is an isomorphism. Finally hypothesis 
(3) is satisfied because of the calculations of the intersection homology of a cone, 
Proposition 5 and [3, Lemma 71. 
So we may apply Theorem 10 and see that 7: 9%‘:(X) + IH$(X) is an isomorphism 
for any PL stratified set X. 
Likewise we have a natural transformation from the ordered PL theory to the 
oriented PL theory of [l] (just forget the ordering) and Theorem 10 shows that 
these give the same groups also. 
Consequently, the PL intersection homology theory of [l] agrees with singular 
theory of this paper for any loose perversity p and any PL stratified set. 
One can also ask whether these intersection homology groups are the same as 
those in [2]. The intersection homology theories of [l] and [2] actually do not agree 
for nun-compact spaces. More precisely, the referee has pointed out that the 
intersection homology in [l] agrees with the intersection homology with compact 
supports of [2] and (presumably) with the singular theory of this paper. Also, the 
intersection homology of [2] agrees with the (Borel-Moore) intersection homology 
with closed supports of [l]. I presume one can mimic the construction of ICF in 
[2,2.1] with a suitably modified singular theory and get a complex of sheaves 
satisfying axioms [2, Ax 21. The uniqueness theorem of [2] could then be applied. 
I cannot work out the details however. 
So far nothing has been said about intersecting these chains. Unfortunately, a 
geometric intersection theory seems out of the question unless we restrict to PL or 
smooth stratified sets because of the lack of transversality for topological manifolds. 
But for PL or smooth stratified sets we may as well use the Goresky-MacPherson 
theory since it is naturally isomorphic to the singular theory. Goresky suggested to 
me that the way to attack this problem would be to dualize to intersection cohomology 
and find a cup product. I have not been able to make this work. 
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We conclude with Theorem 10, the proof of which is very similar to the proof of 
Proposition 8. First we need some definitions. A PL filtered space is a filtered space 
X”CX,C . . . c X,, and a triangulation of X, so that each Xi is a subcomplex. A 
PL filtered space is locally conelike if for each x E X, -Xi_,, i = 0,. . . , n - 1, there 
is a neighborhood U of x in X,, a PL filtered space Y,c. . . c Y+_, and a PL 
imbedding h: U X CY,_i_, + X onto a neighborhood of x so that Yn_,-, is compact 
and hP’(X,) = U x C?Yj-,_,. A PL CS set is a locally conelike PL filtered space so 
that Xi - XipI is an i-dimensional PL manifold, i = 0,. . . , n. 
We let 9r,L be the category of PL filtered spaces. The morphisms are compositions 
of strata preserving PL isomorphisms and inclusions of open subsets and inclusions 
X x0 c X x [Wk. Likewise STOP is the category of filtered spaces with morphism 
compositions of strata preserving homeomorphisms and inclusions of open subsets 
and inclusions X XOC X X[Wk. 
Theorem 10. Let R.+ and 2; be functors from SCAT to groups and let 7: Z.+ + %$ be 
a natural transformation. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) The Mayer- Vietoris sequence is exact for both ST* and Zi. 
(2) Lf X E $CAT. and M is a CAT manifold and 7 : Z’,(X) + %‘k( X) is an isomorph- 
ism, then T]: %*( M XX) + %‘k( M XX) is an isomorphism also. (Actually we only need 
this for the special case where X is an open cone.) 
(3) TX E F(zAT, X is compact and 7: Z*(X) + Z+,(X) is an isomorphism, then 
77: &( CX) + SS!?+.( CX) is an isomorphism. 
(4) If X E FcAT and D,c D, c . . . are open subsets of X so that X = IJ D,, then 
the natural maps lim, 2tT.J Di) + E,(X) and lim, 9&( D,) + Z;(X) are isomorphisms. 
(5) The map X x O+ X x[Wk induces isomorphisms on X and %?. 
Then 7: E+.(X) + Z’;(X) is an isomorphism for any CAT CS set (CAT = TOP or PL). 
Proof. Pick a CAT CS set X and let Y be its lowest dimensional nonempty stratum. 
By induction on the depth of the stratification we may assume that 7: %‘,(X - Y) + 
Z+.(X - Y) is an isomorphism. We may write X = (X - Y) u U,a=, A, where each 
A, is an open subset of X CAT isomorphic to M, x CW, for some CAT manifold 
M, and some compact CAT filtered space W, with smaller depth than X. Since 
M, x CWj is an open subset of X, Rk x wl is a CAT CS set for k = 1 + dim MT Since 
Rk x W, has smaller depth than X we know by induction on depth that n: %?*(R’ x 
Wj)+ Z+(R” x W,) is an isomorphism so (5) implies that 7: %,( Wj)+ KJ W,) is 
an isomorphism. Hence 7: Z.+,(&wi)+ Ri(CWj) is an isomorphism by (3). So by 
(2), 7: Z,( M, x CW,) + %‘!J M, x CWj) is an isomorphism also. 
For each j, let D, = X - Y v Uiy, Ak and let B, = A, n Dj Since B, is open we 
may shrink the CWj factor in A, to get an open neighborhood C, of Bjn Y in B, 
so that C, is CAT isomorphic to (B, n Y) x Cu/;. Then as above, 7: %?+.( C,) + Z!+( C,) 
is an isomorphism because of this product structure. By induction on depth, n 
induces isomorphisms for C, - Y and B, - Y also. Hence comparison of the exact 
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sequences below shows that 7: x*(B,) + Y$( B,) is an isomorphism, 
. . .- X,(C,- Y)- Zk(Bj- Y)OXk(Cj)- X,(B,) - . . . 
I 
v= ‘7017 = 
I I 
7) 
. . .- sfe;(c,- Y)- EL(Bj- Y)O%fL(Cj)- %(Bj) -... 
Now comparing the following exact sequences we see that 77 induces an isomorph- 
ism on D,,, = 0, u A,: 
. . .- xk(Bj) - xk(Aj)@ xk(Dj) - %c(D,+,) - * * . 
v= 
I 
.qov = 
I I 
7) 
. ..- 
%htBj)- %AA,)@%(D,)- TAD,+,)-. . . 
So by induction, 7): 2Y.+(Di) + %‘k( Di) is an isomorphism for all i. Hence 77 induces 
an isomorphism from lim, Z#T*( Di) to lim, 2?!+( Di). But X = IJ Di so 7: k%,(X) + 
%‘!JX) is an isomorphism. 0 
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